Abstract-Transient electromagnetic pulse (EMP) can easily couple into equipments through small apertures in its shells. To study the coupling effects of transient Gauss pulse to a cubic cavity with openings, coupling course is simulated using sub-gridding finite difference in time domain (FDTD) algorithm in this paper. A new grid partition approach is provided to simulate each kind of apertures with complex shapes. With this approach, the whole calculation space is modeled, and six kinds of aperture with different shapes are simulated. Coupling course is simulate in the whole time domain using sub-gridding FDTD approach. Selecting apertures with dimension of several millimeters to research, coupled electric field waveform, power density and coupling coefficient are calculated. The affect on coupling effects by varied incident angle and varied pulse width are also analyzed. The main conclusion includes interior resonance phenomenon, increase effect around rectangle aperture and several distributing rules of coupled electric field in the cavity. The correctness of these results is validated by comparing with other scholars' results. These numerical results can help us to understand coupling mechanism of the transient Gauss pulse.
I. INTRODUCTION
Because of steep rising front edge, short duration time and wide spectrum, transient electromagnetic pulse (EMP) can easily couple into the internal structure of missiles or aircrafts through apertures and slots [1] . Lots of essential openings in the shell of targets, such as hot-radiating windows and data openings, provide the coupling path for transient EMP. Once the electromagnetic energy couples into the targets, the inner equipments can be disturbed, destroyed or damaged. So the work to research aperture coupling mechanism of transient EMP has important signification.
Gauss pulse is a kind of transient EMP, which can easily coupling through small apertures. Until now, researchers have studied the coupling effects of high power EMP for a number of years, and lots of conclusions are gotten via numerical simulation [2, 3] . The Finite difference in time domain (FDTD) algorithm is one of these methods which always be used to calculate the coupling course of high power EMP [4] . Kashyap and Louie have used FDTD method to analyze the interaction of HPM with complex structures [5] . They have also calculated the HPM fields scattered by a target with openings using MOM method [6] . Chevalier and Sérafin have presented a near field measurement technique to analyze the coupling effects of EMP [7] . Some researchers have studied the coupling effects on shielding cables with FDTD algorithm. Casey and Vance studied the coupling mechanism of EMP through cable shields in 1978 [8] . Mccormick estimated induced-voltage peak magnitude and energy level under EMP excitation of low-loss aircraft cable [9] .
Apertures with centimeters are studied by researchers [10, 11] , while apertures with millimeters are studied less. One reason is that the divided number of space grids will be very great and make great waste of calculation time , if the small aperture is very small compared with the whole calculation space. So sub-gridding technique can be used to solve this problem. It not only can simulate these small apertures accurately, but also can save the computer memory resource.
Coupling course of Gauss pulse through small apertures is modeled and simulated using sub-gridding FDTD algorithm in this paper. The affect on coupling effects illuminated by varied incident angles and varied pulse width is studied. Some coupling rules about electric field strength and power density are gotten, including resonance effect in the cavity and coupling increase effect of rectangle aperture. These results can help us to understand the aperture coupling mechanism of transient Gauss pulse.
II. FDTD ALGORITHM AND APERATURE COUPLING

A. FDTD Algorithm
If the equipment shells with apertures in it are illuminated by transient Gauss pulse, we know that coupling phenomenon through apertures and reflection phenomenon by shells will happen. The two phenomena both can be described with Maxwell's equations in magnetic field vector, ε is the media electric constant, σ is the electric conductivity, μ is the magnetic conductivity coefficient, m σ is the magnetic conductivity.
In Descartes coordinate system, the Operator " ∇ " can be written into
For (1) it gives
Then (1) can be produced into three scalar equations, which is as follow.
We rewrite each scalar equation in finite difference form. Taking (5.a) for example, after transformed into difference form in time domain, it can be written into 1  1  2  2   1  1  2  2   1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2   1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2   1  1  1  2  2  1  2   1  1  1  2  2  1  2   (  ,  , ) 
Where y Δ is grid length in direction Y, z Δ is the grid length in direction Z, t Δ is the length of time step, n is the ordinal number of time step, and ( , , ) i j k is the ordinal number of space step. Equation (6) FDTD calculation area of electromagnetic coupling problem is shown in Fig. 1 . The whole calculation area can be divided into total field area and scatter field area. The two areas are connected by the connect border, and the incident wave source is loaded on the connect border in calculation.
B. Calculation Space Model
The calculation space model is shown in Fig. 2 .We use a cubic shield cavity, which is marked by solid line, to simulate the equipment shell, in which there are one or several apertures with variable shapes. Length of each side is 200 mm, and depth of cavity shell is 2mm. Six kinds of apertures, which have same area but different shapes, are selected to research in this paper. They are square, rectangle, ellipse, circle, triangle and square array aperture respectively, and the area of each aperture is 1 cm 2 . Detailed size of these apertures is also shown in Fig. 2 . The outer layer marked by dotted line is the absorbing border. The incidence of Gauss pulse is in direction k. Base on this calculation space model, coupling effect of transient Gauss pulse through small aperture is studied at varied pulse characteristics, including pulse width, incident angle, etc.
C. Calculation Steps of FDTD Method
Electromagnetic simulation of aperture coupling problem using the FDTD method can be divides into 8 steps. The calculation flow is as follows:
Step1: Difference of Maxwell equations in time domain. The FDTD finite difference approximation equations art gotten.
Step2: Calculation of time step length and space step length of Yee grid. The basic cell dimension should be calculated in three-dimensional space.
Step3: Selection of calculation space. Firstly, the whole targets should be loaded in the calculation space. At the same time, connect border setting should be considered.
Step4: Setting of absorbing border condition along the outer surface of calculation space.
Step5: Loading of the incident pulse source.
Step6: Evaluation the total number of time steps and total store capacity of computer. In this step, the coupled pulse should be reach steady state.
D. Some Restriction Conditions
To ensure the convergence of numerical simulation, some restriction conditions about space grid and time step should be considered. Considering the stability of FDTD algorithm, length of space grid should satisfy the following equation [4] . 12
Where Δ is length of the space grid, and λ is length of the incident pulse. While selecting the length of time step, it should satisfy the following equation [4] .
Δ is length of the time step, and T is period of the incident pulse. Cubic Yee cells are often used when calculating the space grid, namely
III. SUB-GRIDDING APPROACH AND APPLICATION
A. Sub-gridding Divided Method
While dividing the calculation space, even grids are usually used in numerical simulation. It is very convenient for calculating the total space grids and time steps using even grid dividing technique, but even grids have its disadvantage. If the small aperture is very small compared with the whole calculation space, the divided number of space grid will be very great. This will make great waste of calculation time and computer memory resource. One approach to solve this problem is using the sub-gridding technique to divide calculation space.
There are several kinds of sub-gridding divided approaches. The shaded grid divided approach [12] is used and discussed in this paper. The detailed steps are as follows:
We suppose the total number of three-dimensional subgridding calculation space is x y z n n n × × , where x n , y n and z n are the number of grids in direction X, Y and Z, respectively. Then one arbitrary vertex in calculation space can be noted as ( , , )
. Taking conformation of subgridding in direction X for example, the divided approach is shown in Fig. 3 . We suppose length of the ith grid step on direction X is
. Then the distance between two centers of border (shown in Fig. 3 ) can be defined as
. For the sub-grids, length of grid increases step by step as the power of prolate gene increases. Length of the ith grid is
Where 1 1 0 x x x Δ = − , x q is the prolate gene, the value of which is 1 1.3
. Then coordinate of the ith grid in direction X is
The distance between two centers of border can be calculated using the prolate gene.
We can calculate length of space grid in direction Y and Z with the same approach. After coordinates of subgrids are gotten, we should deduce the FDTD recursion equation for sub-grids.
Firstly, we note the electric field and magnetic field of sub-grids in direction X is
n x Because transmit media has the characteristic of isotropy, FDTD difference equations for sub-grids in time domain give
The electric field and magnetic field in direction Y and direction Z have the similar form. FDTD difference equations for sub-grids in direction Y give
FDTD difference equations for sub-grids in direction Z give 
Thus, we get sub-gridding FDTD difference equations. If we know the in value , transmitting and coupling course of transient Gauss pulse can be calculated and simulated in time domain using (18) -(23).
B. Application for modeling small apertures
Because of very short width of the aperture, subgridding technique are used to simulate the small aperture. Taking rectangle aperture for example, Fig.4 is the sketch of space grid partition of the rectangle aperture, in which the non-uniform grids in z direction can be seen. The fine grids are used to simulate the width of the slot, and the coarse grids are used to simulate the main area. The length of fine and coarse grid is fine Δ and coarse Δ ,
respectively. There is a transitional area between fine grids and coarse grids. Supposing the grid number of the transitional area is trans n and the number varies from 1 b + to trans b n + , the grid length in transitional area can be described as 
Where i z Δ is the length of the i th grid in z direction.
r is an increasing gene, and it satisfies 1 1.5 r < <
. i satisfies 1
. SUM is the sum of grid length in the transitional area. SUM should be selected as an integer to improve the exactness of calculation.
Absorbing boundary conditions are necessary to keep outgoing electromagnetic field from being reflected back into the problem space. A seven-point PML absorbing boundary conditions [4] are used in this paper.
Aperture size is very small compared to the whole cubic cavity, so sub-gridding approach is used to simulate these small apertures. To simulate these small apertures accurately, cavity shell and apertures in it are modeled with fine grids. Fig. 5 shows sub-grids setting approach of the cavity shell. In this figure, yellow area represents equipment shell, which is simulated with 4 fine grids. Blue area represents transitional area, which is divided with sub-grids. It is free space, which is modeled with coarse grids, in the cavity. Length of each fine grid is 0.5mm, and length of each coarse grid is 2mm. Finally, the perfect matched layer (PML) absorbing border condition (ABC) is set in the edge area of calculation space.
C. Gauss Pulse Loading Method
Function of Gauss pulse in time domain gives
Where 0 E , 0 t and τ are constants. Gauss pulse width is decided by τ , and peak value of pulse appear in time 0 t . Function of Gauss pulse in frequency domain can be gotten through Fourier transformation of (28). It is as follow: rising front edge, short duration time and high electric field magnitude. For example, duration time of pulse Gauss1 is only 128ps, and pulse width is about 87 ps, while pulse width of Gauss2 is about 1.5 ns, which is 9 times larger than Gauss1 pulse. The spectrum is also shown in the top right corner of Fig. 6 . We can see that spectrum of Gauss pulse is very wide, which range from several hundred MHz to several GHz. These characteristics make Gauss pulse easy to coupling into the inner of equipments via apertures. How to load wave source in the calculation space may be a problem which we should solve before simulation. Firstly, we suppose that equipment shell is in the far field area of wave source, then we can load incident pulse in calculation space with plane wave. We can use the method of loading incident pulse in the corresponding Yee grid gradually, according to the time step. Taking plane XOY as an example, there are M by N grids in this plane, which is shown in Fig. 7 . The loading plane is in the shadow area. Electric field value of the second grid plane YOZ gives (2, , ) (2, , ) ( )
Where (2, , )
n z E j k is electric field in direction z at grid (2, j, k), and n represents the time step. As time step increases, according to recursion formula, incident pulse is loaded in calculation space gradually, and transmits in direction X. Thus, simulation of the incident plane wave is achieved. Only a single pulse is studied in this paper. 
D. Calculation Flow for Aperture Coupling
Calculation flow for the small aperture coupling problem is shown in Fig. 8 . Firstly, the number of time step is initialized to one. Secondly, the electric field is interpolated in spatial space and updated with the FDTD recursion equation. Then the same work is done to the magnetic field. After this, we need to judge whether n is equal with n R , which is the total number of time step. If n is less than n R , n is replaced by n+1, and the calculation course goes on. If n is equal with n R , the simulation work is over. 
E. Coupling Coefficient Definition
To calculate coupling effect through small apertures in the inner of equipment shell, we define "coupling coefficient" to compare the coupling degree, namely the ratio of coupled power to incident pulse power at this point, marked with η . The expression is 10 lg( / ) 20 lg( / )
Where inc P and inc E are power and electric field strength of incident pulse at the front cross section of aperture, coup P and coup E are power and electric field strength of coupled pulse at some cross section in the cavity, respectively. The expression of inc P and coup P is ( )
Where inc H represents magnetic field magnitude of incident wave at the front cross section of aperture, coup H represents coupled magnetic field magnitude at the back cross section of aperture, and S represents the cross section proportion of aperture. Power density at some point in the cavity can be calculated with vector S . Its expression in Descartes coordinate frame gives ( )
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The coupling resonance frequency in cavity can be estimated with the following equation [83].
Where a, b and h is the length, width and height of this cubic cavity, respectively. m, n and p is the module of resonance wave. c is the wave velocity.
For the cubic cavity in this paper, the resonance frequency of wave TE101 is 1.06 GHz, calculated by (35).
IV. Numerical Results and Discussion
A. Coupling Effects of Square Aperture
Taking plane ZX for example, we study the coupling course in the center of cavity. Time step number is marked as n. Fig. 9 is electric field contour map of plane ZX in the center of cavity at varied time steps. Abscissa is the x-axis coordinate, and ordinate is the z-axis coordinate. Coupling course can be observed clearly from this figure. Where (1) shows Gauss pulse is coupling through aperture; (2) shows main pulse is going to reach the back wall of cavity, and then reflects; (3) shows reflected main pulse transmits to the neighborhood of aperture, and radiates energy through the small aperture, which likes an antenna at the moment; (4) shows electromagnetic energy scatters in the cavity, after surge and leaking times without number. Fig. 10 shows coupled electric field waveform at several points in the axial line of square aperture. We select four points to study, which are inner center of aperture, place 1cm to aperture, place 3cm to aperture and center of cavity, respectively. The first pulse of each waveform is the couple main pulse, and other pulse after main pulse is the reflected pulse by back shell of cavity. According to calculation results, we know that the time for pulse to transmit from the center to back wall and return to the center of cavity is 1.33 ns, which is the surge period of coupled pulse actually. Obviously, interior resonance phenomenon happens between Gauss pulse and cavity. But the coupled electromagnetic energy radiates through apertures at the same time, which makes the coupled electric field magnitude attenuates gradually. From (c) and (d), we can see that the second pulse and the third pulse are larger than main pulse. This enhancement phenomenon after main reflected pulse can be explained mainly by the reflected effects of cavity side shell.
Coupled electric field through square aperture in the center of cavity in frequency domain is shown in Fig. 11 . To observe the coupling rule conveniently, Smoothing work is done to the original data. The resonance point in the cavity of TE101 wave is 1.06 GHz calculated by (10) , which is same as the first resonance point in the figure. From the figure, we also can see that coupled electric field magnitude in the high frequency domain from 8 GHz to 15 GHz is bigger than the one in low frequency domain. This phenomenon can be called high-frequencypass coupling characteristic.
Power density magnitude in the axial line at different time steps is shown in Fig. 12 . Because coupled electromagnetic pulse leaks through small aperture, electromagnetic energy attenuates as the time step increases. Power density is 96.5 W/m 2 at the 131 st time step, and gradually decreases to 19.9 W/m 2 at the 6991 st time step.
B. Rectangle Aperture
To compare coupling effects of rectangle apertures with different ratio of length to width, two kinds of rectangle apertures are selected to study. Length and width of aperture Rectangle1 is 25mm and 4mm, while length and width of Rectangle2 is 50mm and 2mm.
Coupled waveforms for these two kinds of rectangle apertures in the inner center of apertures are shown in Fig.  13 and Fig. 14 . We can see clear increase effect occurs around rectangle aperture from these two figures. The biggest coupled electric field strength through aperture Rectangle1 and Rectangle2 is about 2.4 kV/m and 3.3 kV/m, which is 2.4 times and 3.2 times of the incident pulse magnitude, respectively. We called this phenomenon "coupling increase effect", which means coupled electromagnetic wave increases and bigger than the incident pulse. The reason may be that lots of electric charges are accumulated around the aperture and radiate quite high electric field in very short time. can get this conclusion clearly that coupling coefficient is greater, if the ratio of length to width is bigger.
C. Apertures with Different Shapes
To study the affect on coupling effects of different apertures, six kinds of apertures are studied. Fig. 16 shows coupling coefficient in the axial line for apertures with different shapes. From the figure we know that: ① Coupled energy exists only around the aperture. As the observation point moves to the center of cavity, coupled energy decreases rapidly. ② Change rules of coupled electromagnetic wave of square, rectangle, ellipse and circle aperture are consistent. Coupling coefficient of triangle and square array aperture, less than -40dB, is obviously less than other apertures.
D. Coupling Effects with Different Pulse Duration
To compare coupling effects of Gauss pulse with different duration time, we simulate the coupling course of square aperture illuminated by pulse Gauss1 and Gauss2 respectively. Coupling waveforms illuminated by pulse Gauss1 and Gauss2 are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig.  18 respectively. The place 3cm to aperture is selected both for the two figures.
From two figures, we can see that coupled waveform illuminated by Gauss1 surge acutely, while coupled waveform illuminated by Gauss2 almost doesn't surge. Taking the biggest coupled electric field magnitude for example, it is about 300V/m and 2V/m respectively, illuminated by Gauss1 and Gauss2. The same results can be got at other observation points. So we can conclude that it is much more easily for short Gauss pulse to couple through small aperture, than the long Gauss pulse. Fig. 19 shows the coupling coefficient in axial line illuminated by pulse Gauss1 and Gauss2.
E. Different Incident Angles
Oblique incidence situation of Gauss pulse is simulated with the same approach, and the only difference is incident wave loading. Firstly, we define θ as incident angle, which is the angle of incident direction and plane YZ. Coupling coefficient curve of square aperture at different incident angles is shown in Fig. 20 . From the figure, we know that coupling rules at oblique incidence are similar to the one at normal incidence. We also can see that the coupling effect weakens as the incident angle decreases. 
